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Cayman News

Road compromise reached
archive.caymannewsservice.com/2014/04/28/road-compromise-reached/

(CNS): Government and the National Trust have reached an
agreement on the route of the east-west arterial extension to
Frank Sound which limits the encroachment on the Trust’s land.
The extension, if it happens, will be financed by developers
proposing a $360 million resort in the area, including a golf
course, which they say is not viable without the road. Investors
behind Ironwood will raise the $40 million for the road, which,
according to the revised route, now avoids most of the Trust’s
critical habitat and will recoup the cash via duty and other
concessions over the life of the project. The whole plan is still contingent, however, on the
approval of the UK as a result of the financing element and the need for CIG to comply
with the Framework for Fiscal Responsibility agreement..

Premier Alden McLaughlin announced the new route at a press briefing on Monday
alongside representatives from the Trust, the minister responsible for roads, Kurt Tibbetts,
and NRA Director Ed Howard.

“There have been concerns about route but we have managed to reach an agreement
that everyone is happy with,” the premier said, adding that the developer was also
comfortable with the proposed redirection south in order to preserve important wetlands.

The Mastic Trail itself will now also be diverted at the southern head, and although the
Trust will lose around three acres, government has agreed to hand over a similar amount
of crown land in the area as compensation. Members of the Trust described the
negotiations over the re-routing of the road as historic as it was the first time
that government has sat down with the local conservation charity and listened to its
concerns and recognized the importance of doing what it can to conserve important land
and eco-systems.

McLaughlin said government had talked to the Trust about reviewing the planned route on
to East End to avoid the wilderness reserve and the Salinas — critical habitat for the blue
iguanas being released in the area from the Trust’s contained breeding programme in an
effort to save the iconic, endemic species.

Although there are no plans for government to continue with the road east past Frank
Sound anytime soon, the negotiations with the Trust included proposals to reroute that
part of the road as well to allay concerns that the clock was ticking on the blue iguana
release programme.

Any kind of major development, particularly so close to the Botanic Park and in what
remains of Cayman’s dwindling natural habitat supporting the islands’ endangered
endemic flora and fauna, is an on-going battle for the Trust and other conservationist.
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However, on this occasion the Trust was pleased and relieved that it was able to
persuade government of the importance of the habitat the road would have threatened
without the redirection.

“We are pleased government has listened to our concerns and we have noted that this
administration has been supportive of the Trust,”Christina Pineda, the Trust’s Executive
Director, said. “We were concerned that the road would cut through wetlands which feed
dry forest in the area but we have been able to avoid it.”

She said the talks between government and the trust had proved to be a real success.

“It will protect integrity of the Mastic Reserve and it minimizes the losses in Trust land,”
Pineda added.  “It is heartening to know that government sees the value of the National
Trust preserving land and the developer has also made commitments to us to help
develop a proper trail head,” she said as she thanked government for working with the
NGO so closely and including it in the negotiations, which she said was an important step
forward.

She explained that the land that the Trust is giving up was not inalienable and is part of
the trail which leads into the Mastic Reserve and not such sensitive habitat.

Patricia Bradley from the National Trust Council pointed out the historical significance of
the negotiations as this simply has not happened before. She described it as a very
important move, not just because the discussions had resulted in the preservation of
important habitat regarding the immediate plans but also any future, further extension.
Bradley said it was “marvelous that we can now talk and explain why things are important
instead of just being presented with what is happening.”

Explaining the importance of the land that has now been preserved, the Trust
representatives said the wetlands and mangrove “acts like a blanket around the dry
forest”, feeding it with water and creating the sensitively balanced eco-system in the
actual reserve. Without the wetlands there would be no dry forest and had the road not
been re-routed it “could have been devastating to that habitat”.

Kurt Tibbetts said his ministry and the NRA understood the difficulties with the original
gazetted road so it was “a matter of sitting down and determining the best way and
usually there is a way if we are willing to listen.” He said the NRA had worked closely with
the Trust and several maps were drawn up until the one which appears to have the best
result all round emerged.

The road has now been dropped well south of the wetland area, and although it is close
to a subdivision, the road director said the right engineering can take care of any issues
arising from that.

Now that the last part of the road route has been sorted out with the Trust, government is
not anticipating many problems regarding the land along the rest of the route. Most
owners will not need to be compensated as the road will enhance the value of their land
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in most cases. However, both the premier and Tibbetts explained that there was still some
way to go before the road project begins.

The developers of the proposed Ironwood project are the ones who will be raising the
cash and hoping to recoup around $25 million from duty and the rest from other possible
concessions from government over the next twenty years.

While this loan will not be guaranteed by government, the money which would have gone
to the public purse via duty will now be used to finance the loan. Any partnership the
government enters into with the developer over the construction of the public road will
need to fit within the parameters of the FFR and get the UK’s approval. With the route
decided, Tibbetts said government could now begin to shape a plan to present to the UK
to get that approval.

If the Foreign Office offers its support, it will then depend on the viability of and the
investment that the proposed project, including the Arnold Palmer 18-hole golf course,
can attract as to whether or not the developer will take on and complete the road project.

See the new route (blue) for the east-west arterial and the letter to the Trust from the
government confirming its commitment to the changes.
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